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Electric vehicles (EVs) are on a roll. Battery costs are dropping and consumer
interest continues to climb. Even without subsidies, the total cost of EVs is fast
reaching parity with internal combustion engine vehicles.
As the market takes shape, utilities are actively exploring their potential roles.
We believe winners will charge ahead by investing smartly, tapping their
trusted customer relationships, and partnering with others to provide bundled,
differentiated and meaningful eMobility experiences.

There is tremendous value potential
in eMobility. In Europe and North
America alone, the eMobility market is
expected to top US$2 trillion by 2040.
Source: Accenture Strategy eMobility Value Research, 2019.1
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The EV acceleration
EV battery costs—US$750 per kilowatt-hour (kWh) in 2010—dropped more than 80 percent in
six years.2 This helped make the purchase price of certain EVs comparable to that of internal
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles. But the real economic benefit of EV ownership materializes
over time, as the costs per mile driven are lower than for conventional vehicles. Two-thirds of
future EV owners we surveyed indicated “saving money over the longer term” is one of their top
reasons for making the switch.3

Further spurring consumer interest is the speed with which auto manufacturers are shifting their
investments toward EVs. Currently, US and European consumers can choose from between 30
and 50 EV models, respectively.4 5 It is estimated there will be 400 EV models available globally
by 2025.6 At that time, Europe and the United States will have 10 million EVs on the roads,
compared to 2.5 million today.7

Figure 1: In the long run, the total cost for an EV is lower than for a conventional, diesel-powered car

Figure 2: In major markets around the world, EV sales are expected to grow exponentially
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While EV sales are taking off faster than imagined, obstacles still exist. Owning an EV is a complex undertaking. Many EVs still
have a shorter mileage range than conventional cars, and charging takes time. Owners charging from their home will need to
ensure their domestic energy systems are up to the task, schedule the installation of the home charging infrastructure, and
determine maintenance requirements. Owners who opt for public charging need to check public charging options and their
availability, choose the right tariff/payment options, and schedule their charging routines according to their travel needs.
Consequently, 39 percent of conventional car owners say they would never buy an electric car.9
Companies that can help owners make EV ownership as easy as owning any other type of vehicle will bend the adoption curve
upward—further accelerating the transition to eMobility.

Over 80 percent
of future EV
owners plan
to charge their
vehicles primarily
from their homes.
Yet, only 55
percent have
their own garage.
Source: Accenture Strategy eMobility Value Research, 2019
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Utilities charge ahead
We have quantified four distinct opportunities for utilities across the eMobility value chain.
Figure 3: The cumulative value potential by 2040 of eMobility value chain opportunities
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Selling kilowatt-hours in the EV market is a natural extension
for utilities. Some are already strengthening their core
commodity business by introducing innovative time-of-use
tariffs for EV owners. While EV-directed commodity sales may
reach US$1.7 trillion in Europe and North America by 204010,
such sales generate margins in the three to five percent
range. For this reason, utilities should think of electricity
sales as just one component of a bundled set of services.

Utilities are well positioned to orchestrate a host of services
across the customer journey (see Figure 4). To pursue this
US$250 billion opportunity, utilities could, for example,
facilitate charging station installation and maintenance
services, or provide apps that enable remote charging.
Platforms that enable other services designed to create a
seamless, more satisfying customer experience—such as
integrated home-EV energy management, charge point
navigation, charging reservations, battery management or
payment processing—would also be valuable to customers.
Similarly, financing services would help facilitate EV
ownership as the high initial purchase costs is consumers’
biggest barrier toward buying an EV.14

Commodity sales:

02

Charging stations:
Another opportunity for utilities focuses on deploying the
many charging stations needed. Utilities are best equipped to
address at-home charging requirements, but margins may
be limited—especially once interoperability standards are
in place and drivers can use any charging infrastructure to
power their EV.
Public charging requires substantial investments, with
infrastructure costs estimated to total approximately
US$150 billion.11 Beyond the investment cost, a number
of oil and gas players are exploiting the public-charging
opportunity. BP, Total and others made significant
investments in the past year.12 Their retail networks and
business models make them natural providers of new fuel
for public consumption. A recent Accenture survey of fuel
retailers showed they expect eMobility to have the greatest
impact on their retail business over the next three to five
years.13 In such a heavily contended space, data will be key
in determining the highest value charging point locations.
6
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eMobility-related services:

Consumers have an appetite for such services. For example,
53 percent of current EV owners financed or leased their
batteries, and half of future EV buyers expect to purchase
their home charging station as part of a packaged deal.15

04

Grid flexibility:
Consumers plan to do most (53 percent) of their charging
in the early evening, between 5 and 10 pm, placing an extra
load on the grid at peak times. There is an opportunity for
utilities to actively use EV charging to balance supply and
demand—and optimize grid and portfolio performance—
much as they do to accommodate wind or solar energy
sources. Alternatively, focusing on creating a more flexible
grid for eMobility would enable utilities to better manage
network congestion, reduce grid stabilization costs (see
Sidebar), and optimize wholesale/retail portfolio spend.

Emerging
flexibility markets
A consortium of grid operators in Germany
is launching a power exchange platform
that uses grid flexibility to provide a
market-based congestion management
solution. In the Netherlands, too, highvoltage grid operator Tennet and regional
network operators are setting up a
flexibility platform that enables grid users
to temporarily increase or decrease their
consumption or production for a fee. This
means existing capacity can be used more
efficiently, without operators needing to
strengthen the physical network.
Source: First trade on flexibility platform enera completed successfully,”
enera (press release), February 5, 2019

10 Access to shared EVs

Figure 4: The EV customer journey presents many moments for utilities to charge ahead
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Powering growth with practicality
and purpose
Beyond the four distinct opportunities listed, utilities can generate additional value by combining solutions in a bundled
service. Such an offering would comprise the electricity that EV owners need to power their vehicles, new services
integrated on a single platform and designed to improve the ownership experience, and the grid flexibility to drive cost
and network optimization.
This bundled approach creates a new value equation for utilities:

Commodity + Services + Flexibility =

US$2 trillion Integrated Value
Utilities are uniquely positioned to deliver bundled services. In addition to understanding the energy market model, its
rules and complex regulations, utilities enjoy strong relationships with customers and are perceived as trusted suppliers.16
Accenture’s Competitive Agility Index, which quantifies the value of trust, shows that a material increase in trust for
utilities leads to a 6 percent boost in revenue growth.17
Additionally, utilities have volumes of consumer data and a deep understanding of customers as energy consumers,
which enable them to deliver targeted offerings quickly. This particularly holds for high-performing utilities, who ensure
customer data moves seamlessly and securely across the organization and its partners (94 percent) and act on insights
derived from customer analytics (90 percent).18
Finally, utilities can align their purpose to the values and beliefs of their consumers. Nearly two thirds of consumers
say their purchase considerations are driven by a company’s ethical values and authenticity.19 As consumers become
increasingly committed to environmental sustainability—environmental reasons are a driver for 73 percent of EV
buyers20 —utilities can bolster their brands by supporting consumers’ efforts to reduce emissions and reliance on
fossil fuels.
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Cruising to value
Leading utilities will thrive in the eMobility market by taking actions that will bend the EV adoption curve upward. They will
maximize the size of the eMobility opportunity for all invested parties and drive sustainable profitability from the opportunities
EVs present, by:

Putting the customer in the driver’s seat

With the trust of their customers, along with their
deep consumer insights into everything from
consumption patterns and payment preferences to
home-charging abilities, utilities are well positioned
to help consumers make the right choices as
they navigate the complex EV ownership journey.
Leading utilities will double down on understanding
the motivations for—and barriers to—EV adoption.
They will crack the code on EV consumer behaviors
and drive the EV customer experience.

Mapping the journey to hyper-relevance
Despite their strong customer relationships and
unique capabilities, utilities can’t deliver all the
services an EV owner needs or wants. Leading
utilities will establish a platform approach for
bundling highly relevant offerings to enhance the
end-to-end customer journey and their experiences
in every single touchpoint. They will select partners
from different industries that are committed and
able to boost the customer value proposition—from
car manufacturers and dealers to fleet operators,
charge point operators, ride-sharing companies,
parking space owners and many others. Further,
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they will appropriately incent their ecosystem
partners and architect collaborations to ensure
that joint offerings benefit EV owners and multiply
value to all ecosystem players. More than half of
utilities executives believe ecosystems will create
new competitive advantage (60 percent) and new
customer experiences (54 percent).21 Given their
expertise in delivering energy-related services and
their trusted relationships with EV owners, utilities
bring instant legitimacy to new platform services.22

Outmaneuvering the competition

With a keen focus on addressing EV owners’
needs, leading utilities will invest strategically in
a portfolio of services aimed at improving and
simplifying their ownership experiences and
removing barriers to adoption. Drawing on their vast
amounts of consumer data and insights, they will
identify new value propositions and rapidly develop
and test offerings that will fortify their customer
relationships. In doing so, they will see EVs not in
isolation, but as part of a broader set of emerging
growth opportunities such as distributed energy
and the connected home—and focus on further
integration of services. The eMobility race is
won through a combination of speed and value.

More than half of
utilities executives
believe ecosystems
will create new
competitive
advantage and
new customer
experiences.
Source: Accenture Strategy eMobility Value Research, 2019
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